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Abstract 

Wubs, F.W. and E.D. de Goede, An explicit-implicit method for a class of time-dependent partial differential 
equations, Applied Numerical Mathematics 9 (1992) 157-1811. 

For the integration of partial differential equations, we distinguish explicit and implicit methods. In this paper, 
we consider an explicit-implicit method, which follows from the truncation of the solution process of a fully 
implicit method. Such a method is of interest because not only better vectorizing properties can be obtained by 
increasing the explicit part, but the method also fits well in a domain-decomposition approach. In this paper, 
we focus on the feasibility of such methods by studying their stability and accuracy properties. Nevertheless, 
we also did some experiments on vectorcomputers to show that for a sufficient degree of explicitness our 
method is more efficient than fully implicit methods. 

Keywords. Partial differential equations, explicit-implicit methods, method of lines, tridiagonal systems, 
incomplete cyclic reduction, stability, vector and parallel computers, domain decomposition. 

1. Introduction 

For the integration of partial differential equations, we distinguish explicit and implicit 
methods. In this paper, we consider an explicit-implicit method, which follows from the 
truncation of the solution pro;ess of a fully implicit method. Such a method is of interest 
because not only better vectorizing properties can be obtained by increasing the explicit part, 
but the method also fits well in a domain-decomposition approach. To illustrate the last point, 
suppose that the computational domain is split into parts and an implicit method is used. Then, 
during the solution process a lot of communication between the various subdomains is 
required. At this stage, we use an explicit approximation in order to decrease the communica- 
tion. Thus, an explicit-implicit method arises. In this paper, we focus on the feasibility of such 
methods by studying their stability and accuracy properties. We concentrate on one-dimen- 
sional problems to facilitate the analysis. To illustrate the theory, we did some experiments on 
vectorcomputers to show that for a sufficient degree of explicitness our method is more 
efficient than fully implicit methods. The resulting method can be used in alternating 
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methods for multi-dimensional problems as will be shown for the two-dimensional Burgers 
equation. 

We confine ourselves to partial differential equations of the form 

u#, x) =f(u, u.y, U& x9 t) XEnCR, DO, u(0, x)=&(x) (1 1) . 

with appropriate boundary condition and I?(X) a given function. After replacing the spatial 
derivatives by discrete approximations, we apply an implicit time integrator to the resulting 
system of ordinary differential equations. We assume that the space discretization is done in 
such a way that the time integration leads to the solution of linear tridiagonal systems of the 
form 

(12) . 

where T is a tridiagonal matrix, V denotes the unknowns at the advanced time level and B is a 
column vector. Our method is based on the approximate solution of this system. This 
approximation consists of two steps. In the first step, the system is reduced to a smaller 
tridiagonal system. This is, loosely speaking, the implicit part of the -method. In this paper, we 
use two algorithms for this reduction process, (i) th;: incomplete cyclic reduction method [7,8] 
and (ii) a variant of the method of Wang [20]. Both methods are described in the appendix. Let 
us consider the incomplc:e cyclic reduction method. Setting TO = T, VO = V, BO = B, we can 
generate a sequence of systems TrV, = B,, which after k reduction steps gives 

TkV,., = B,, k > 1, (1% . 
where system (1.3) is of much smaller order than system (1.2). If ?’ in (1.2) satisfies certain 
diagonal dominance conditions, then with increasing I the off-diagonal elements of 7) become 
smalier and smaller with respect to the diagonal elements. Theorems on this behaviour were 
given by Heller [7] (see also Section 33. In the second step, system (1.3) is solved approximately 
by replacing the inverse of Tk by a Neumann series. This is the explicit part of the method. The 
price to be paid for the approximation of the reduced system is a possible drop in accuracy. 
However, it will be shown that even for sma!l values of k the accuracy is hardly reduced. When 
the system for V,‘, has been solved, the other unknowns are computed by back substitution. 

The main purpose of this paper is to construct an explicit-implicit method that has an 
acceptable accuracy and stability behaviour. For model problems, using the incomplete cyclic 
reduction method, we have been able to derive stability conditions. These conditions show that 
the maximum allowed time step increases exponentidly with k (see Section 4.2). Our method is 
conditionally stable. However, for any time step, k can be chosen such that it becomes stable. 
For two problem classes we have proved that the approximation of the solution of the reduced 
system has no influence on the order or^ accuracy. 

As mentioned before, we only consider tridiagsnal systems. Such systems can also be solved 
by direct methods like Gaussian elimination, cyclic reduction or the method of Wang. On a 
scalar computer (CDC Cyber 750) the computation times for the three methods are compasa- 
ble. On vector computers the method of Wang and the cyclic reduction method have good 
vectorizing properties (see [9,12,13,19]). However, the near-explicitness of our approach gives 
rise to a better performance. For a nonlinear convection-diffusion problem it will be shown 
that our explicit-implicit method requires less computation time than the fully implicit 
alternative. In the numerical experiments, the reduction in computation time is about 30% for 
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a sufficient degree of explicitness. The stability conditions determine the value of k and thus 
the gain factor, The smaller the value of k, the higher the gain factor. 

In Section 2, we show how a system of equations arising from an implicit scheme can be 
reduced to a smaller tridiagonal system that corresponds to the unknowns k;,. In Section 3, we 
consider the approximation of the implicit relations by explicit ones. In Section 4, we 
investigate the consistency and the stability of this explicit-implicit method. The nonlinear case 
is considered in Section 5. And finally in Section 6, we show, by a number of numerical 
experiments, the impact of varying the explicitness, and thus the implicitness, on the stability. 
Moreover, we compare the performance of our method with that of the method of Wang on 
vector computers (CDC Cyber 205 and Gray X-MP/28). 

2. Construction of the reduced syste 

Consider the partial differential equation (1.1). Using the method of lines, it is space 
discretized on a uniform grid a,: 
equations [ 1 I] 

= (jA$. This gives a system of ordinary differential 

d 
-$J=P(U, t), t > 09 (2 1) . 

where q(t) approximates u(jAx, t) and F(U, t) is a vector function approximating the 
right-hand side function. Thereafter, a time integrator is applied to (2.1). We confine ourselves 
to difference formulae, which involve only two adjacent time levels. For the time integration of 
(2.1), explicit or implicit time integrators can be used. If the solution of (2.1) varies only slowly 
in time, then usually implicit time integrators are used, which in most cases are stable for any 
time step. For the time discretization of (2.1), we consider the &method [14] 

u ‘+l= U” + A#F(U”+‘, tn+‘) + (1 - B)F(U”, t”)), $ \< 8 < 1, (2 2) . 

where we have the second-order trapezoidal rule for 8 = 4 and the backward Euler method for 
8 = 1 (see [14]). 

The equations in system (2.2) may be nonlinear. In the analysis, we confine ourselves to the 
linear case. In Section 6, we will indicate how the nonlinear case can be treated. In the linear 
case, F(U, t! is the affine operator 

F(U, t) =JU +-g(t). (2 3) . 

Htince, in each time step the following system has to be solved 

(I-BAtJ)yI”+‘= (2 4) . 

where 
= ’ + At{Bg(l”+‘) + (1 - 6) 7 tn))a 

In the following, we assume that J is a tridiagonal matrix and of order N = 2p - 1, where P is 
some positive integer, This choice for N has been made to facilitate the analysis. Applying k 
steps of the standard incomplete cyclic reduction method to system (2.4) yields 

(2 5) . 
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where 0 is a null matrix, L a lower triangular matrix and E may be a full matrix. Furthermore, 

where p is a permutation matrix. The indices of the grid points, corresponding to the so-called 
reduced system 

Tkk;,“+’ = l,k, 

are given by the set 

(jl j=I=2k, 1= I,..., 2P-k- 1). (2.6) 

Because L in (2.5) is a lower triangular matrix, the elements of wt+l can be solved 
straightforwardly once Vc -I- ’ is known So far the method is similar to cyclic reduction. The 
difference occurs in the solution of the reduced system. In incomplete cyclic reduction, this 
system is approximated by 

(2 V . 

where & is simply the diagonal part of Tk. It is difficult to analyse the impact of this 
truncation on the stability and accuracy behaviour of the time stepping method. Such an 
analysis is possible if we start, instead of (2.4), from its equivalent form 

(I - BAtJ)(U”+’ -U”) = (2 8) . 
where 

- = At(JU” + Og(tn+‘) + (1 - 0)g(t”)). 

lVIoreover, experiments (see e.g. Table 3) show that this is a better choice. We now arrive at a 
reduced system of the form 

Tk(l/k”+’ - v;) = 

In the next section, we will approximate this system by an explicit expression. 
(2 9) . 

e solutio 

Let 

Tk=Dk+Ck. 

The precise form of ck (and 
assume that D;’ exists and 
D~‘(7,)-‘D,’ gives 

(3 1) . 
consequently of Dk) will be given later. For this moment, we 
can be computed at low costs. Premultiplying (2.9) by ( I + 

+1= 
+ (I+D;‘ck)-bil 

Using the truncated Neumann series 
(3 2) . 
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we obtain 

l/k”+1 - vk” z (I-D&)D;’ 

Now, the formula 

f;+l= 
v; + (I -D~C,)D~ (3 3) . 

will be used to compute an approximation for the solution of the reduced system. Approximat- 
ing the inverse of a matrix using truncated Neumann series is commonly applied in the 
construction of iterative algorithms on vector computers (see [1,3,5,18]). 

Assume that D, is simply the diagonal of Tk, then we have the following result due to Heller 
PI . 

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that Di- ’ e.&v, i = 0, . . . , k, and 11 Di ‘C, 11 oo < 1, then 
(1) 
(2) 

For 

II Di ‘Ci II m G IICD~llCi_ I)* 11 m *= 1, 
II v n+l - vk” IIm = IIun+l - iJ” ,Ioo. k 

the error due to the approximation, we obtain by elimination of l,k from (3.2) and (3.3) 

vi+’ -vi+’ = (D;‘ck)*(v;+l -vi). 

Taking lrorms and using the second part of Theorem 3.1, it follows that 

II v n+l 
k - f;+’ lloo G 11 D& 1100” IIUn+’ - Un IIm. 

Repeated substitution of the first part of the theorem finally yields 

II Jf n+l 
k - vi+’ IIta < 11 D& ,,$+’ IIlP+’ - U” IIm. (3 4) . 

Hence, if 11 D, ‘CO II (L, is less than unity, the error due to the approximation decreases 
exponentially with k. This situation occurs for example with parabolic partial differential 
equations, as will be shown in Section 4. 

Now, we will derive a suitable choice for the matrices D, and ck. The choice of ck (and 
consequently of Dk) is determined by the following considerations: 

(i) D, should be easily invertible, e.g., a diagonal matrix. 
(ii) The replacement of (3.2) by (3.3) should not disturb a possible numerical conservation 

property of (2.5). 

For a discussion of conservation properties of numerical schemes, we refer to [14,16]. Note 
that in general (2.7) does not satisfy the second requirement. We will now derive a condition 
for the splitting (3.1) such that (ii) is satisfied. Comparing (3.2) and (3.3), we find that instead of 
(2.9) we have solved 

where 

(3 5) . 
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The cyclic reduction process can be represented by a matrix R satisfying 

RP(I-BAtJ)P== ; ; . 
i I 

Define a matrix M by M = P( I - 0AtJ) PT, which is partioned as before by 

Ml1 Ml, 
M= M  

[ 1 21 M22 l 

Now, R assumes the form 

R= 
[ 

I -42w21 

0 1 I.322 ’ 

where R,, is nonsingular. Applying R-I to i3.5) yields 

P(I-BAtJ)PT+ [; ;])[;;;-;n]=R-’ 

or in reordered form 

(I-OAtJ)+PT 

Comparing (3.9) to (2.8), we find 

We now require that 

; p @jn+l -U”) =i. 

I) 

(3 7) . 

(3 8) . 

(3 9) . 

that the perturbation is given by 

(3.10) 
where eT = [I 1 , , . . . 9 l]. This assures that in the case where (2.8) represents a conservation law, 
this remains so after the approximation. From C3.6), we have that (3.10) is satisfied if eTCk = 
For the reduced system, it can be easily verified that eTck = OT if we choose 

D, = diag( eTTk ), (3.11) 
where diadYTB is a diagonal matrix with (diag,(vT))ji = vi. 

The matrix D, can also be seen to originate from a lumping process on the COhmnS of Tk. 

Lumping is often used in finite element methods (see [17,15]) in order to obtain a diagonal 
matrix. Furthermore, it is used in the context of multigrid methods [4]. 

Summarizing, the method proceeds as follows: 

(a) The system of equation (2.8) is reduced to system (2.9). 
(b) D, and ck are constructed as dencted by (3.1) and (3.11). 
(c) The explicit expression (see (3.3)) is used to approximate the solution for the reduced 

system. 
(d) The othe r unknowns are solved by back substitution. 

In the remainder of the paper, we will denote by D, the diagonal of Tk and by D our choice 
(3.11). Also c, = Tk-Dk and c=T,--D. 
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mark 3.2. In Appendix B, it is shown how a reduced system can be obtained using a variant 
of Wang’s method. If the same grid points are chosen for this system as those appearing after k 
steps of the cyclic reduction method, the results are identical. This stems from the fact that only 
the submatrix R,, in (3.8) is different for Wang’s method. But the precise form of this 
submatrix plays no role in (3.9). In this paper, we do not consider other possibilities for the grid 
points. Hence, by restricting attention to these reduced systems, the results on consistency and 
stability derived below are also valid for this variant of Wang’s method. 

4, Consistency and stability 

In the previous section, our method has been defined. Now, we come to two important 
questions: (i) is the constructed method consistent with (2.1), (ii) is the method stable? If the 
answers to these questions are positive, we know that the method is convergent. It will be clear 
that these questions are not trivial for our method. For some problem classes we have been 
able to prove the consistency and to give stability conditions. 

4.1. Consistency 

In this section, we shall prove the consistency for two problem 
these classes it is convenient to introduce the following property. 

classes. For the definition of 

Definition. A matrix A is called an M *-matrix if A and its t:anspose are strictly diagonally 
dominant and the diagonal elements are positive whereas the nondiagonal elements are 
negative. 

Herewith, we define the prcblem classes 

Class 1: TO is an M *-matrix l 
Class2: TO is, apart from the diagonal, similar to a skew-symmetric matrix and T, is an 

iW *-matrix. 
With respect to consistency, we require that the perturbation introduced by the approximate 

soluiion of the implicit relations does not influence the order of accuracy of the applied 
&method. Hence, for a smooth solution of (2.1) substituted ietn (3.9), we should have’tha.t 

PT H [ I 
O g P(V((n + 1)At) - (4 1) 

contributes at most with O(At*) or 0(At3) for 8 # 3 or 8 = $, respectively. We will see that this 
requirement is met in a much stronger way. In terms of H we may say that the method is 
consistent if H is O(At) or Q(At *) for 8 + i or 8 = $, respectively. As H is given by (3.6), its 
convergence is determined by that of CD- *C. Let l’$ be the order of the matrix Tk. If the 
matrix Tk is given by 

(T ) k i,i- 1 
= &’ 

(Tk)i,i = plk’~ ’ 

i=2,...,!& 

i= %,...,Nk9 (4 2) . 

(T ) k i,i+l = i 
#k’ 

3 i= 1,...,h!k- 1, 

with all other entries zero, then t em-ma 
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(1) If T, is an M *-matrix, then Tl + l is. 
(2) Zf IID-‘Clla,< 1, then 

II H II co d ll D ll m ll D- ‘C llm’ 

1 - I] D-‘c]llX ’ 

(3) If the transpose of Tk is diagonal dominant, then 

IID-lcIlm~ 
ll~&lloo+ IIc,q’lll 

1- IlC>,” III l 

(4) If T, is an M *-matrix, then 

II D II ,g max(#)) forZ= l,...,k. 
i 

roof. 

(1) We omit the superscripts (I). From the cyclic reduction process, it follows that 

(-Jl+ 1) = _ a2i- la2i 
yj’f” 

Y2i + 1/‘72i 
= _ 1 

P 
9 9 

2i-1 

P 
2i+ 1 

Ly2iY2i - 1 Y2ia2i+ 1 
(4 3) . 

P 
(I+ 1) = 
i P 2i *- 

- . 
P 2i- 1 s 2iCl 

Note that the sign of the off-diagonal elements is correct. For the dominancy property, 
P u+ 1) + &+ 1) (‘+‘) i i + Yi should be positive. This is true, since 

P 
(‘+I) + #fl) + y!'+l) = p2i + oJ2i 

- a2i-l ( + Y2i-1) - Q2i+l + YZi+l) ( 

i I R 
-+y2i ~ _ 

PLi-! P 2i+l 

> p2i + (x2i + y2i > 0. 

Here, we have used that 0 Q -( cyi + Yi)/Pi < 1, which follows from TI being an A4 *-matrix 
(2) This part follows from basic norm manipulations and the property that if for any induced 

matrix norm and any matrix A it holds that 11 A II < 1, then ( II I -A II 1-l < l/(1 - II A II 1 (see 
e.g. [2]). 

(3) It holds that D + C = D, + C,. From this equality we deduce 

D-‘C=D-‘Dk(l+D&)-I 

= (D;lD)-Ip+ D& -DUD). 

At the right-hand side of this equality we substitute D = D, + diag(eTC,), which follows from 
equation (3.11). Furthermore, we use the identity 

Dk ' diag( eTC,) = diag( eTC,) D[ 1 = diag( eTC, D; ’ ), 

in order to derive that 

D-‘C = (I+ diag(eTC,D~‘))-‘(D~‘C~ - diag(eTC,D,‘)). 

y taking infinity norms at both sides and using the inequality IldiagkTCkD,‘) II w Q 
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11 C,D; 11 11 lr we arrive at statement (3) if II C, Bk ’ !I 1 < 1 or equivalently the transpose of Tk is 
diagonal dominant. 

(4) From part (1) and (4.3), it follows that pi” ‘) G &. (‘) This leads to the desired bound. q 

We will now derive a bound on II Dk ‘Ck 11 o. and 11 C,D,’ II 1 in terms of At. Once these 
bounds are found, we can use Lemma 4.1 to bound 11 H 11 m. We start with matrices having 
constant elements. The results are used later to bound the nonconstant elements case. The 
quantities 11 Dk ‘Ck II m and I! C,&’ II 1 will appear at exactly the same places in the subse- 
quent lemmas. Therefore, we use one symbol vk to denote them. 

Lemma 4.2. Let the tridiagonal matrix TI be given by (4.2) with c#) = a(‘), &‘) = p”), y!‘) = y(l) 
and cuf’) # 0 or y(l) I i # 0. If Tl is an M *-matrix and IV1 +, > 3, then 

?+l (*q2 + (y”‘)* v; 

1 - v/+1 = (Ey(O + ruy 1 - z# l (4 4) . 

Proof. In the proof, we omit the superscripts (I). From (4.3), it can easily be established that for 
IV”, 1 > 3, apart from the first and the last, a row from Tl+, assumes the form 

And for the first and the last row, we have 

2a!y -y* 

B 
9 -,o 0. P 9..‘? 1 

(T,+~h,+,,N,+,-I = $; 

(If N, # 2p - 1 then both “ = ” signs in the last line become “ >/ “.) The last inequality follows 
from the diagonally dominance property. Now, 

Substitution into the left-hand side of (4.4) leads to 

?+l [(a” + Y2)/P2] a*+y* (a+y)*/p* 

1 -‘VI+1 = 1 - 2ar/P2 - (a2 -t Y2)/P2 = (a + y)* 1 - (Q! + y)*/p* l 

Using that vl = I cu + y I/p, we obtain the desired result. 0 

.3. For the case y(l) = (Y(‘), this result is equal 
Remark 31. 

In the following lemma, we will show how the nor 
case is majorized by that of the constant element case. 

to the result mentioned by 
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. Let the diagonally dominant matrix Tj be given by (4.2) and T,’ by T, from Lemma 
4.2. Furthermore, let Cviyi _ I >/ 0 and pi > 0. If for i = 2,. . . , N,, - 1 

IC$‘I Icy;“1 WI II 7”’ I -- 
P (0 ’ P (0 

and 17”’ I ( y{” I 
:0 ’ 

i- 1 i 
G pc0 P i P (0 Qpo,’ 

i+l 

then 

(3) 
Iay+"I l,y+l)l I*U+l)l 

P p-1) ’ P (1+1) G P (1+1) ’ 
f-l i 

Iy;wl Ir,"'l'l 1 y(I+l) 1 

P (1+1) ’ pi’,‘,‘) G P (1+1) l 

i 

roof. In this proof we will omit the superscripts (I). Part (1) follows from the fact that, for all 
specified i, the expressions I ai + yi I /pi and I ai+ I + yi_ 1 I /pi are both less than I a! + 7 I/p. 

Part (2) follows in the same way from part (3) if the latter is true. Part (3) can be proved using 
(4.3), e.g. it holds that 

I a2i-la2i I/(P2i-lP2i) 

B (/+I) - 
i 1’a2iY2i- l/(P2i- 1p2i) - Y2ia2i+ 1 ‘(PZiPZi+ 1) 

a2/P2 1 &- 1) 1 

’ i_ 2ay/p2 = pcl+lT- 

and 

la;‘+ 1q 
lCY2i-1~2il/(P2i-*P2i-2) 

P 
u+1i 
i- 1 

= I_- 
7i-2Y3i-3/(B2i-2p12i-3) - Y2i--Za2i- I/(B2i-2P2i- 1) 

a2/P2 
I &+ 1) I 

’ I_ 2ay~p2 = pU+li l 

Likewise, we can prove the two remaining conditions in (3). q 

As a consequence of this lemma, we can consider the constant element case in order to find 
an upper bound for vk. Defining 

formula (4.4) can be written as 

( *y2 -I- ( y’lq2 p; 
PI+ 1 

= _I. 

( &) + y”‘)z 1 + 2& l 

(4 5) . 

(4 6) . 
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This leads to two approximations 

(4.7a) 

PI+ 1 < pf for small p. (4.7b) 

The latter is a more stringent approximation (and therefore better) than the former if 

pr& or v&, (4 8) . 

In the following, we will switch from (4.7a) to (4.7b) if (4.8) is satisfied. The next step is to 
bound p. or pl by an expression in At. Apart from the first and the last, the ith row of T,, is of 
the form 

Now, we 

(see (2.8) and (4.2)) 

P 9. l -30, Atai, 1 + Atbi, Ate,, 0,. . l ,O]. 

treat the two specified classes (see the beginning of Section 4.1) separately. 
(4 9) . 

C&ES 1. It follows that 

II G ‘Co llm 

I_IIw,o Ilm 
=At 

I aj + cj I 
l+At(bj-Iaj+cjI)’ 

(4.10) 

where j is that integer for which the maximum norm is assumed. As we have assumed that To is 
diagonally dominant (this may restrict At), we have, for sufficient small At, that (4.1@ is O( A t). 
A similar expression emerges if 11 D, ‘Co II o. is replaced by II COD,’ II 1. Hence, p. = O(.ht). 

It should be noted that for partial differential equations of parabolic and hyperbolic type, 
where in the latter one-sided differences are used, bj - I a,- + Cj I = 0. Hence, in this case 
expression (4.10) or equivalently I_C, is a measure for the spectral radius of T,,. Similarly, pl is a 
measure for the spectral radius of 7’!. LJsing Lemma 4.4, it follows from (4.7) that this measure 
reduces in each reduction step by a factor 4 in the parabolic case (ai = Ci_ 1 yielding ajo) = y!“) 
and by a factor 2 in the hyperbolic case (ai or Ci is zero yielding a$‘) or yjo’ is zero). 

Class 2. A straight-forward computation yields 

i- ll WC, IL 
I a2j- 1 I la2jl I I -I- ‘*j+ 1 I “zj I - 

= At* 
1 + Atb,,_, 1 + Atbzj ’ 1 + Atbzi+r 1 + Atb,j 

I- At* 
la*jl Ia*j-.11-lC*j-11 * lcz,I I a2j4-i I I 

9 
- c2j+l I 

1 + Atb,j 1 +Atb,j_, - 1 +Atb,j - 1 +Atb,j+, 

(4.11) 

where j is the integer for which the maximum norm is assumed. y a similar reasoning as in the 
previous case, (4.1 I) if of 0( A t *) for sufficient small At. For central differences in the 
hyperbolic case, we have that Qi z -ci and bi = 6) and therefore the denominator of (4.11) is 
approximately one. So (4.11) is a measure for the spectral radius of gI. 
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Combining our results, the following bound for & emerges 

(4.12) 

where i is the smallest integer for which the expression between braces is less than i. From 
(4.10) and (4.11), it follows that 

0((At)2k-‘) for Class 1, 
pk = 

0(( At)*‘-‘+‘) for Class 2. 

For sufficient !arge k, it follows from (4.12) that pk +Z 1 and thereby from (4.5) vk = pk. Hence, 
using Lemma 4.1 we find that 

0( ( At)2k-“‘) for Class 1. 
II .ll II dc = 

O((At)*‘“‘) for Class 2. 
(4.13) 

From (4.13), we observe that the lowest order occurs if i = k. But this order is still two and four 
in the respective cases. Furthermore, we see that the order increases rapidly with k - i. 
Recalling that our integration method is at most of order two, we may expect that there is 
hardly any effect of the truncation on the the accuracy of the method. The results in Section 6 
reflect this conclusion clearly. 

Summarizing, we have proved the following theorem; 

eorem 5. If At is sufficient small, then, for problems in the Classes 1 and 2, the order 
accuracy of the &method is not decreased by the perturbation introduced by the approximate 
solution of the implicit relations. 

4.2. Stability 

In this section, we study the stability of the perturbed scheme. Hence, (3.9) assumes the form 

(I - 9AtJ + E)(Z”+’ - 2”) = AtJZ”, (4.14) 
where 

E=P*; ; P. 
[ 1 

In general, the following lemma holds. 

For 6 2 i, the scheme (4.14) is stable if (I + E) - ‘J exists, is simple and has 
nonpositkle eigerwalues. 

PM& Premultiplying (4.14) by (I+ E) - * yields 

!I- 8At( I + E)-‘J)( “)=&(l+E)-‘JZ”. 
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Thus we find that the stability analysis of the perturbed scheme is equivalent to the stability 
analysis of the &scheme with Jacobian matrix (Z + E)- ‘J. As the e-scheme, for 8 2 3, is stable 
for all problems with a nonpositive simple Jacobian matrix, the lemma follows. ~7 

We now confine ourselves to the class of problems (Class 3) satisfying the following 
condition: There exists a diagonal matrix S = diag(s,, s2, . . . , s,,,) such that 

s& _ , si-2, = Si_ ,Ji_ ,,iSi-’ 

or 

SiJi i_ IsiL’l = -Si_ 1 Ji_ 1 iSi_ ’ 

To this class,’ the two classes considered in Section 4.1 belong. 

Lemma 4.7. 
(1) ~,,Tk(~,,)-’ h . as similar symmetry properties io SJS- ‘, where 3, , is the (1, 1) block of 

S = PSPT ( partioned as in (2.5)). 
(2) If Tk is similar to a symmetric matrix then E is. 
(3) The eigenvalues of I + E are positive if those of D- ‘C are less than one. 

Proof. 
(1) Observe that Tk =A&, - M,,M$M,, (see (3.7) and below). Then, it holds that 

w,(s,l)-* 

= ~11M,,(%)-’ - ~ll~l,(s,,)-l~~**~,*(~**)-l~**~~l(~ll)-l~ 

Hence, if Tk is obtained after k steps of cyclic reduction on PTMP, then 3, ,T,&)- I can be 
viewed as obtained after k steps of cyclic reduction on PTs‘iM( s)- ‘P( = SPTMPSW1). Moreover, 
starting cyclic reduction with a matrix which is, up to signs, symmetric, yields in every step of 
the process such a type of matrix. Consequently, $ ,Tk( 3, ,)-I has similar symmetry properties 
to SPTMPS- ’ or SJS-‘. 

(2) Starting with Tk, we find in succession that C, D- '/*CD- ‘I* and M are similar to a 
symmetric matrix by the same matrix as Tk is. Here, it is used that diagonal matrices comimute 
and that H can be written as (see (3.6)) 

H=D’/*(D-‘/2CD-‘/“)*(1_D-,/*CD-,/*)-’D1/*. (4.15) 

(3) This part holds if the eigenvalues of H are positive, which is according to (4.15) the case 
if those of D- 1/2CD-1/2 are less than one. The latter matrix is similar to D- ‘C which proves 
the statement. •I 

Now, (Z+E)-‘9 is similar to (S(I+E)S-l)-lSJS-l, where (S(I+E)S-‘) is a symmetric 
matrix. If the eigenvalues of D-‘C are less than one, then the last matrix is positive definite 
and ( I + E )- ‘J is similar to 

(S(I+E)S-‘) -“*SJS-‘(S(I+ E)S-I)-*‘*. (4.16) 

It is straightforward to show, that if J has nonpositive eigenvalues, then (4.16) does and 
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consequently (I + E)- ‘J does. From Lemma 4.6 the stability follows. Summarizing, we have the 
following theorem: 

core .8. Scheme (4.15) is stable for problems in Class 3 if Tk is similar to a symmetric matrix 
and At and k are such that the eigenvalues of D-‘C are less than one. 

. One should be aware of the fact that stability in terms of eigenvalues does not 
imply that there may not be some growth in for example the 2-norm. A detailed analysis reveals 
that this growth is bounded by the square root of the condition number of the symmetric matrix 
S2( I + E). This number should not be too large. 

Using Theorem 4.8, we can find stability conditions for model problems. This will be done 
for a parabolic and a hyperbolic problem. In terms of the coefficients in (4.9), we speci@ the 
parabolic problem by ai = Ci = - e/Ax2 and bi = -2ai, whereas the hyperbolic problem is 
determined by ai = -Ci = - ;~/Ax and bi = 0. From (4.10) and (4.11), it follows that 

28At 
PO= s 

in the parabolic case and that 

in the hyperbolic case. As a result we have that the matrix Tk is symmetric and has constant 
coefficients. Then, the eigenvalues of D- ‘C are less than one if P(k)/a(k) > 6 (see (4.2) for the 
definition of CU(~) and Ptk)). This corresponds to vk < { (due to the symmetry the infinity norm 
and the l-norm are equal) or equivalently j.kk < i (see (4.5)). From Theorem 3.1, it follows that 
this requirement is met if 

56 3 ( ) ’ 1’2” =z 1 - Jn(3)( +)“. 
However, a much stronger result is possible using relations derived in Section 4.1. From (4.7a), 
it follows that for this symmetric case 

I 
PI+ 1 d WI* 

Now, PI, < + if in the parabolic case p0 < i l dk and in the hyperbolic case kl < $ l @‘- *- For 
e = $, we obtain in the parabolic case the stability condition 

At 
s < 2(4k-‘) or 

At 
< r. 

(2kA~)2 \ 2 

A more precise computation using (4.6) yields a stability condition of the form 

At 
3 &,* 

(2kA~)- 

In Table 1, we list some values of 8,. Here, we have 

lim 8, t 0.643651. 
k+m 

(4.17) 
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Table 1 
Stability coefficients for the parabolic model problem 

k 0 1 2 

6, 0.5 0.60355 0.63334 

3 4 

0.64105 0.64299 

It will be clear that our estimate (4.17) is sufficient sharp for practical purposes. The stability 
condition given here is clearly reflected in the results of Section 6.1. For the hyperbolic case, we 
obtain for 8 = $ the condition 

At 
-<2k or 

At 

AX 
-<l, 
2kA~ 

k> 1. (4.18) 

Using (4.6), a condition of the form 

At 
2kAn -k 

is found, where 7, = \/25,_,. The values of 6, are the same as those in Table 1. 

Remark 4.10. In these model problems, the method reduces to the modified Euler method [ll] 
for k = 0. The stability region of the modified Euler method has only the trivial intersection 
with the imaginary axis. Hence, the method is not stable for problems in which the Jacobian 
matrix has purely imaginary eigenvalues, as in the hyperbolic case. Therefore, it is not 
surprising that in the hyperbolic case no stability condition emerges for k = 0. 

5. The nonlinear case 

The technique derived in the previous sections can also be applied to nonlinear equations. 
Starting from (2.2), we arrive at a linear system of equations by introducing a so-called splitting 
function G(Z, z’, t) [lo]. We choose G in such a way that it is linear in its second variable, i.e. 

G(Z, 2, t) =J(Z, t)z’+g(Z, t), (5 1) . 

where J and g are chosen such that the splitting condition 

G(Z, Z, t) = F(Z, t) 

is satisfied. For example, J can be the Jacobian matrix of F(U). Equation (2.2) is now 
approximately solved by the iteration process 

Z’O’ = U”, 

Zts) = Un -t At(eG(Z’4-I’, Z(4), t ll+l) + (1 - e) (U”, U”, t”)], q = l,...,&, 

Un+l= z(Q). (5 2) . 

In this equation, the iterate Z (4’ has to be solved from a linear system of equations. Hn order to 
approximate (2.2) accurately by (5.2), Q has to be chosen large. for 3 1, (5.2) constitutes a 
first-order accurate scheme. It becomes even second-orde 0.5 and Q 2 2 ( 
in the linear case). o specific instances of (5.2) are (i) od for (2.2) if $ 
Jacobian matrix of ) and (ii) the modified Euler method if J = 0, 8 = 0.5 and 
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Instead of (2.8), we solve for q = 1, . . . , Q a linear system of equations of the form 

(I- oAtJ(z’“-‘1, fn+l))(Z(9) -@‘) =jj, 

where 
(5 3) . 

” = A@J(Z’“-“, P’+*)Z(‘)+ Bg(Z’“-“, P+‘) + (1 - e)G(V, U”, P)). 

This system can be solved similarly to (2.8). 

6. erical i~~~stratio~ 

To illustrate the performance of the method described in Section 2 and 3, we present some 
experiments for both linear and nonlinear problems. By varying the set of points which are 
solved explicitly, we vary the stability property of the method. The aim of our experiments is to 
show the relation between the number of reduction steps, which is a measure for the 
implicitness, and the stability behaviour of the method. We are also interested in the accuracy 
behaviour relative to the number of reduction steps. For linear test problems only, we also 
compare the accuracy of our approach with the incomplete cyclic reduction method (2.7) and 
with the associated fully implicit method (i.e., the complete cyclic reduction method). To 
measure the obtained accuracy we define 

cd = - ‘Olog( 1 maxima g 1 lobal error at the endpoint t = T I), 

denoting the number of correct digits in the numerical approximation at the endpoint. The 
calculations in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 were performed on the CDC Cyber 170-750 which has a 
48-bit mantissa, i.e., a machine precision of about 14 decimal digits. 

6.1. A linear parabolic problem 

As a first example, consider the linear parabolic probkem 

U, = uxx> O<t<T, O<x<L, 

~~(0, t) = 2te-(2x/L)2r, 

u(L, t) = 0. 

The exact solution is given by 

(6 1) . 

u(x, t) = e-(2T/L)2t sin(21_rx/L). (6 2) . 

We choose L = 32. For the space-discretization of @.a), central differences are used. This 
yields for J and g (see (2.3)) 

(Uz-4) 
1 

= 
(2( v/L) e--(2n/L)2t ) 

(Ax)* 

7 I?&) = - - 
AX 9 

(JV 
P j-l-2l$+q,,) 

.z P 

I 

(A ) 
2 9 

x 
Ipj(t) = O for j=2,...,N- 1, 

(U N-l -2u,) 
N = 

(A 1 
2 9 

X 
gN(t) = O* 

(6 3) . 
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Table 2 
Number of correct digits for the linear parabolic problem (6.1) with T = 320 

173 

At 

2 

4 

8 

16 

scheme (3.3) 

p=4 
Ax=2 

2.00(O) 
2.13(l) 

2.13(TR) 

2.12(l) 
2.16(2) 

2.16(TR) 

2.30(2) 

2.30(TR) 

2.24(2) 

2.16(TR) 

p=5 
Ax=1 

* * *(O) 
2.64( 1) 
2.69(2) 

2.70(TR) 

* * *(l) 
2.75(2) 
2.85(3) 

2.85(TR) 

2.28(2) 
2.78(3) 

2.77(TR) 

* * *(2) 
2.01(3) 

1.97(TR) 

p=6 
Ax = 0.5 

* * *(l) 
3.00(2) 
3.41(3) 
3.43(4) 

3.43(TR) 

* * *(2) 
3.49(3) 
3.37(4) 

3.37(TR) 

* * *(2) 
2.38(3) 
2.56(4) 

2.57(TR) 

* * *(3) 
1.94(4) 

1.94(TR) 

p=7 
Ax = 0.25 

* * *(2) 
3.40(3) 
4.07(4) 

4.08(TR) 

* * *(3) 
3.31(4) 

3.32(TR) 

* * *(3) 
2.40(4) 

2.49(TR) 

* * *(4) 
1.91(5) 
1.93(TR) 

scheme (2.7) 

p=7 
Ax = 0.25 

* + *(4) 
3.97(5) 

* * *(4) 
3.12(5) 

* * *(4) 
2.50(5) 

* * *(4) 
1.90(5) 

The grid points are chosen Xj =x0 +jAx with x0 = - $Ax and xN+r = L, Here, tZ;e Jacobian 
matrix J has real eigenvalues. For the time integration, we use the trapezoidal rule, 8 = 0.5 
(Q = 1 due to linearity). In Table 2, we give the cd-values of the method, obtained at the 
endpoint T = 320. The number of grid points N is equal to 2p. The number of cyclic reduction 
steps is given in parenthesis. The values obtained for the complete cyclic reduction method, i.e., 
the trapezoidal rule (TR), are given in the last row for every time step. For the complete cyclic 
reduction method, the number of reduction steps equals J? - 1. In the last column, we list the 
values for the standard incomplete cyclic reduction in which approximation (2.7) is used. An 
unstable behaviour of the integration process is denoted by * * * .The results clearly show the 
effect 

( ) a 

09 

of varying the number of reduction steps: 

The error hardly depends on the number of reduction steps as long as the method is 
stable. Moreover, the accuracy of our method is comparable with that of the (complete) 
cyclic reduction method, provided that the method is stable. This is in agreement with 
our conclusions at the end of Section 4.1. 
If the mesh size is decreased by a factor two, then one extra re uction step is needed to 
maintain the same stability boundary on At, which agrees with stabili 
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Scheme (2.7) behaves similar to scheme (3.3) with increasing k. We will discuss its behaviour 
at the end of the next section. 

6.2. A linear hyperbolic problem 

As a second example, consider the linear hyperbolic problem 

u, = $9 O<t<T, O<X<L, 

with initial condition 

u(x, 0) = sin(2nx/L), 

and boundary condition 

u( L, t) = sin(2T( L + t)/L). 

The exact solution is given by 

U(X, t) = sin(2+ + 1:)/L). 

(6 4) . 

We choose L = 64. Central differences are used at all points except for the first point where a 
commonly used one-sided difference is applied. The discretization is given by (x1 = 0 and 
++I =L) 

(JU) (u2 - Q) 
1 = 

AX g, = 0, 

(Ju) 
(u j+t - q-4) 

.= - 
I 

.=o 
2Ax ’ g1 

for j=2,...,N- 1, (6 5) . 

u 
(Ju) 

N-l sin(2T( L + t)/L) 
N 

= _ -,.__e 

2Ax ’ 
&) = -’ 2Ax ’ 

Here, we have N = 2p - 1. Note that for linear hyperbolic systems, the Jacobian matrix J has 
almost purely imaginary eigenvalues. For the time integration, we use the trapezoidal rule, i.e., 
8 = 0.5 (Q = 1 due to linearity). In Table 3, the results are given in the same form as in Table 2. 

Globally, we observe the same effect for this hyperbolic problem as for the parabolic 
problem (6.1). If the mesh size is decreased by a factor two, then one extra reduction step is 
needed to maintain the same stability boundary on At, which is in agreement with (4.18). 

In contrast with the parabolic problem, scheme (2.7) needs two or three extra reduction steps 
in order to obtain ar! accuracy that is cornpar&& with scheme (3,3). We think that this 
difference stems from the fact that for the &method with 8 = 0.5 all eigenvalues of the 
amplification matrix in the hyperbolic case have magnitude 1, whereas in the parabolic case 
these are less than one with some eigenvalues even considerably less than one. This makes the 
hyperbolic case much more susceptible to perturbations in the scheme than the parabolic case. 
Scheme (2.7) needs some extra reduction steps to make these perturbations negligible, whereas 
our method compensates this by the explicit approximation of the reduced system (see (3.3)). 

6.3. A azodinear test problem 

In this section, we apply our method to a nonlinear two-dimensional problem. This problem 
is discretized by means of an A rlethod. In the successive steps of this method, there arise 
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Table 3 
Number of correct digits for the linear hyperbolic problem (6.4) with T = 320 

At 

1 

2 

scheme (3.3) scheme (2.7) 

p=5 p=6 p=7 p=8 p=9 p=8 
Ax=2 Ax=1 Ax = 0.5 Ax = 0.25 Ax = 0.125 Ax = 0.25 

1.30(l) 1.80(l) 1.87(l) * * *(l) 
l-30(2) i .80(2) 2.1 l(2) 2.24(2) * * *(2) * * *(2) 

2.25(31 2.27(3) 0.34(3) 
2.03(4) 

1.30(TR) 1.80(TR) 2.12(TR) 2.29(TR) 2.31(TR) 

1.190) 1.24(l) * * *(1) 
1.19(2) 1.51(2) 1.63(2) * * *(2) 

1.51(3) 1.64(3) 1.67(3) * * *(3) * * *(3) 
1.68(4) 0.64(4) 

1.68(5) 
l.l9(TR) 1.51(TRJ 1.65(TR) 1.69(TR) 1.70(TR) 

4 0.78(l) * * *(l) 
0.91(2) l.Ol(2) * * *(2) 
0.91(3) 1.04(3) 1.05(3) * * *(3) 

1.04(4) 1.08(4) Y .06(4) 

0.91(TR) l.O4(TR) 1 .OS(TR) l.O7(TR) 

8 * * *(l) 
0.36(2) * * *(2) 
0.43(3) 0.40(3) * * *(31 

0.46(4) 0.41(4) 
0.43(TR) 0.46(TR) 0.41(TR) 

* * *(4) 
Q.88(5) 
1.08(6) 

systems with tridiagonal matrices to which our method can be applied. Consider the two-di- 
mensional Burgers equations 

u, = -uu, - vuy + (u,, + u,,)/Re, 

u, = -UV, - ~~,+(v,,+v,,)/~e, 

where u and u denote the velocities and Re the Reynolds number. exact solution of the 
n__ ---I --l-rrc:--r. Durgel3 E;~~~LIUII~ 22~ ub gbllb~uL~u uJ uorllb L.q., vvrv-rrvpr 1.6 mr.=nwatorl km7 rrckrr thP PAP Wnnf trgncfnrm2tinn [(;I .*~~~Y~-r--------_- I.-,; 

2 4x 
U 

2 6 Y --- --- 

Re 4' 
v= 

Re 4 ’ 
(6.6a) 

where 4 is the solution of 

In our test problem, we choose 4 =fl ‘4; with 

fl(x, v,t)=ev((-12(x+~)+9t) 
f&x, y, t) = exp((-4(x + 2y) + St , 

(6.6b) 
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which yields the exact solution 
1 3f, +2f, 3 1 1 

U=4 f,+f, =4 
-- 

4 1 exp(( -4x + 4y t)Re/32) ’ + - 
1 3f, +4f, 3 1 1 

’ = 4 fzm = 4 + fl + 4 1 + exp(( ’ -4x + 4y - t)Re/32) 

(6.8a) 

(6.8b) 

The solution represents a wave front at y = x + 0.25~ The speed of propagation is 0.125fi and 
is perpendicular to the wave front. For increasing values of Re, the wave front becomes 
sharper. 

For the space discretization, we use the same second-order central differences as in the 
linear test examples. For the time integration, we use the ADI scheme of Peaceman and 
Rachford [14] with Q = 2. The Peaceman-Rachford formula reads (cf. (2.2)) 

url+ l/2 
= U” + fat[lo,(U’+‘/‘) +Fy(U”)], (6.9a) 

u?l+1 =Un+1’2+ $At[F,(U”+“2) +FJIY+‘)]. (6.9b) 

where F, and FY represent the space discretizations of the terms containing the X- and 
y-derivatives, respectively. The Peaceman-Rachford method is a popular analogue of the 
trapezoidal rule for two-dimensional problems. Note that (6.9a) is explicit in the y-direction 
and implicit in the x-direction, and vice versa in (6.9b). 

With the purpose of testing the (order of) accuracy of the schemes, we first compare the 
exact solution of the Burgers equations with the numerical solution obtained for grid sizes 
Ax = Ay = l/17, l/33, l/65, l/129 and for time steps At = l/10, l/20, l/40, l/80, 1,060, 
l/320. The computational domain is 0 = [0, l] x [0, l] and the time integration interval is 
[O, 2.51. We prescribe time-dependent Dirichlet boundary conditions which are taken from the 
exact solution and we choose Re = 100. 

The AD1 scheme for two-dimensional problems requires the solution of tridiagonal sets 
along horizontal and vertical grid lines respectively. We combined the tridiagonal sets to one 
large tridiagonal system. For the solution of the tridiagonal systems, we use a variant of the 
method of Wang (ADIW) (see Appendix B) and our explicit-implicit method (ADEI). Here, 
the reduced system in ADEI is obtained as in Wang’s method [see Remark 3.2). In the 
successive stages of (6.9), reordering of the data structure is performed in order to obtain 
contiguous data vectors. This is beneficial to both ADIW and ADEI. In Table 4, the cd-values 

Table 4 
cd,-values for the ADIW snd ADEI scheme 

scheme (Ax)-’ 

-I--__ 

ADIW 17[17] 

3311211 
65[325] 

129[1849] 
ADEI 17[ 171 

33[121] 
65[325] 

!29[1%?3] 

correct digits for u-field 

At ’ =i?i At ’ ‘3 

1.92 2.29 

2.10 2.56 
2.24 2.75 
2.25 2.77 
1.92 2.29 

2.12 2.57 
2.24 2 75 
2.2: 2.78 

At ’ =;iii At ’ =iE At=& At=& 

2.48 2.51 2.52 2.52 
2.89 3.07 3.15 3.18 
3.19 3.51 3.68 3.77 
3.26 3.67 3.99 4.19 
2.48 2.51 2.52 2.52 
2.89 3.07 3.15 3.18 
3.19 3.51 3.68 3.77 
3.26 3.67 3.98 4.17 
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Table 5 
Execution times in seconds for a 129X 129 grid with t = 2.5, At = &, Re = 100, and k = 3 

scheme Execution times (in seconds) 

Cyber 205 Cray X-MP/28 

ADIW 18.6 8.7 
ADEI 12.6 6.1 

for both approaches are presented. We only list the cd-values for the u-field; for the v-field we 
obtain pearly the same results. In the brackets [ 1, we list the order of the reduced system. An 
optimal size of the blocks in ADIW (see Appendix B) is chosen. On the Cyber 205, the optimal 
order of the reduced system is about 5m, where N denotes the order of the original system 
I391 . 

Remark 6.1. For the problem considered here, a more efficient special purpose method can be 
designed by exploiting the fact that essentially independent systems with tridiagonal matrices of 
the same size are solved. However, in many practical problems the sizes of these systems are 
not equal. We are most interested in methods for such cases and therefore we combined these 
independent systems to one large system. 

For both ADI-type schemes one can observe second-order behaviour in space and time. 
Note that the accuracy results for the ADIW scheme and the ADEI scheme are comparable, 
which is in agreement with Theorem 4.5. 

Table 5 presents the execution times for both ADI-type schemes obtained for a single 
example, namely for a 129 x 129 grid with t = 2.5, At = f and Re = 100. For the number of 
reduction steps we chose k = 3. This experiment has been carried out on a (2-pipe) CDC Cyber 
205 and on a Cray X-MP/28. On the Cray X-MP only one processor has been used. 

With respect to other choices of k, we found that the computation time decreases slightly for 
k = 1, 2, but for k 2 4 there is no advantage over ADIW. From the experiments, we conclude 
that for k = 1 , . . . ,3 the explicit-implicit method requires less computation time than the AD1 
method in which the tridiagonal system is solved by the variant of the method of Wang. 

Remark 6.2. The proposed method and Wang’s method are well suited for highly parallel 
computers in which each processor has its own memory. The computational domain can be split 
in appropriate parts which are distributed over the processors. Only for solving the reduced set 
of equations interaction between processors is needed. For Wang’s method this interaction is 
global, but with our mc:hod this can be kept local (with neighbours only) due to the explicit 
approximation of the reduced system. Applying the methods in such a way is in fact a 
domain-decomposition approach. 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have constructed an explicit-implici l t method starting from a one-step 
implicit method. The method was constructed for time-dependent partial differential equa- 
tions. It makes use of the fact that the interdependence of the solution at two different points 
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at the new time level decreases with their physical distance. The constructed method has the 
following properties: 

(a) The- accuracy is hardly influenced if we replace the one-step implicit method by an 
approximating explicit-implicit method as long as the integration is stable. 

(b) If the one-step implicit method satisfies a conservation gropesty, then this property is 
preserved by the approximating explicit-implicit method. 

(cl The maximum allowed time step increases exponentially with the number of reduction 
steps. 

(d) The explicit-implicit methods are, for a sufficient degree of explicitness, more efficient 
than the conventional methods on the considered vector computers. 

(e) The methods can be used within ADI-type methods for multi-dimensional problems. 

The methcds considered in this paper assume that the difference equations are such that 
tridiagonal n atrices arise. We think that this approach can also be used for difference 
equations whch do not lead to a tridiagonsl matrices (e.g. higher-order differences), because 
the decrease of interdependence with the distance between successive point of the reduced 
system stems from the partial differential equation. And this can in one or the other way be 
exploited. 

Appendix A. Incomplete cyciic reduction 

The cyclic reduction algorithm was originally developed by Hackney [8] for the discrete 
version of Poisson’s equation. The cyclic reduction algorithm is well-suited for use on a parallel 
or vector computer, as many of the quantities involved may be computed independently of the 
others. This case has been studied by Lambiotte and Voight [12] with attention to a vector 
computer. 

We assume that the system of linear algebraic equations arising from implicit difference 
formula (2.2), which must be solved at each time step is a special case of the tridiagonal system 

@jxj- 1 + piXj + yjXj+ 1 = bj, 

for 1 <j G m, where LY~ = 0 and cy,n = 0. Also, we assume that m = 2p - 1, although this is not 
essential, where p is some positive integer. In matrix form, we obtain 

Yl 

P 2 Y2 

a! m-l P m-l 

Qm 

0 Xl 

*2 
. 
. 
. 

Iym-1 xm-l 

P AL ‘m x m 

b* 
452 

. 

. 

hi-l 

bm 

. (A.1) 

The cyclic reduction algorithm separates the system m two subsystems, which involve respec- 
tively the rows with even indices and the rows with odd indices. Let us rewrite (A.0 as follows: 

“j-rXj-2+Pj_IXj-I +~j-~~j=bj-~~ 

“jxj- 1 +PjXj+yjXj+1=bjy 
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Multiplying the first equation by -cyj/&_ 1, the third by -J@,.+ l and adding to the second 
equation, we obtain 

- 1 

where 

(A4 

‘yi 
aj+l 

P 
9 

j+l Yj-1 Pi-1 

% 
Yj+l 

P j+l 
Pj = 

Bj = 

and 

Tbj_1 + bj 
P j-l 

- % -b 
P 

j+l* 
j+l 

Thus, if j is even, the new system of equations involves Xj’S with even indices. Similar equations 
hold for x2 and x,,_ r. The process of reducing the equations in this fashion is known as cyclic 
reduction. Hereby, (A.1) may be written as the following equivalent system: 

0 - X2 

X4 
. 
. 
. 

X m-3 

%?I-1 

I-c2 

A4 
. . . 

0 

P 3 
. . . 

P4 
. . . 

%I -3 

0 

(A-3) = . 

h ’ Ptn-3 tn - 3 

K tn - 1 A tn - 1 

and 

0 X2 

X4 
. . . 

‘tn-3 

X tn - 1 

1 
I 

(A4 

0 
-. 

bl 
b3 

. . 

b ‘-2 m 

b tz1 

Xl 

X3 
. . . 

Xrn-2 

X tn 

Yl 

a3 

0 

73 
. . . 

. . . . . . 

i p,,_z b 
0 Ptn 

. . = - 

%tl-2 Ytn-2 

%I 

Since m==2"- 1 and the new system (A.31 involves only Xj’S with even indices, the dimension 
of the new system is P-’ - 1. Note that once (A.3) is solved, it is easy to solve for the Tj’S with 
odd indices, as evidenced by (A.4). The system (A.4) is known as the eliminated equatrons. 

Since system (A.3) is tridiagonal and in the form of (Al), we can apply the reduction 
algorithm repeatedly until we have one equation. owever? we can stop the process after any 

step and use another method to solve the reduced system of equations. This is called the 
incomplete cyclic reduction method. After renumbering, we obtain a system of equations as 
denoted b:, (2.5). 
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A parallel meths 

Here, we use a variant on Wang’s algorithm [20]. Let us assume that the system of linear 
equations given in (A.1) is of the form 

i 

1 4 0 

ak P k ck 

e2 f42 d2 

a1 P 1 Cl 

e3 A3 d3 

0 a m P m 

x=b, 

where A,, A,, and A, are tridiagonal matrices and 

d, = [o ,..., 0, yk_l]T, d,= [o ,..., 0, yj-l]T, d3= [“,***70’ y,n-llT’ 

e2 = [ ak+l, 0 e3= [LY~+~,O,...,O]~. 

In this example, we use three block matrices, but this reduction technique can be applied for 
an arbitrary number of block matrices. For this subdivision xk, xl and x,, will be the unknowns 
of the reduced system of equations. Eliminating the off-diagonal elements of Ai, followed by a 
scaling of the diagonal elements gives 

1 

. r=b’, 

where the v and w are column vectors. Now, we eleminate a;, CL, a;, c;, and ah, which yields 

Ul 0 

Pii Yk 

w2 I v2 

a1 P ; YI 

w3 1 v3 

0 %I P 
I 
m 

x = b”. W) 

So far, this method corresponds with the first steps of Wang’s algorithm. The elimination of the 
off-diagonal elements of the matrices Ai can be done independently. Therefore, this approach 
is well-suited for vector and parallel computers (see [13]). By a simple reordering system 03.1) 
can be brought to a system of the form (2.5). The kth, Zth and the mth row, which do not 
contain elements of the block matrices, form the reduced system of equations. 
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